How to assemble your Ped-O-Pull

PARTS INCLUDED:

(1) wooden base
Kidney 607-021/Square 607-020

(1) 19” pole
PED0005

(1) 84” pole
PED0006

(2) T-shaped wall supports with hex nuts
PED0004

(2) Handles
101-016

(2) Yellow springs
SPR9002

(4) Flat head wood screws
GEN9271

(4) Lag bolts
PED0003

(1) Large bolt
GEN9083

(1) Large washer
GEN9084

(4) Washer
GEN9204

1. Insert the 84” Pole through the underside of the wooden base
   (the underside has a recess cut into it with four small screw holes
   and one large hole for the post).

2. Use 4 flat head wood screws to attach the pole flange to
   the wooden base.

3. Use large bolt and washer to connect the 19” pole to the 84” pole.

4. Loosely screw T-shaped wall supports into the 84” pole. Position the
   entire unit upright against the wall where it is going to be attached.
   Screw T-shaped wall supports in or out so the Ped-o-Pull base
   is located flat on the floor and both T-shaped wall supports are
   located flat against the wall. Use 4 lag bolts and 4 washers to attach
   T-shaped wall supports. Locate at least one of the lag bolts from
   each support into a wood stud. If you do not have wood studs, use
   the appropriate type of wall anchor.

5. Tighten the hex nut on the T-shaped wall supports against
   the 84” pole.

6. Attach the springs and handles.